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"The pet food market found continued steady, conservative
growth sustained by rising pet ownership coupled with
premium innovation that reflects pet owner aspirations to
provide nutrition, wellness and happiness to pets as valued
members of the family."
- John Owen,
Associate Director - Food & Drink

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Slow, steady growth continues
Pet specialty and mass still lead, but online is gaining fast
Dry food purchase near universal, but treats and wet food on the rise
More cat owners use both dry and wet food

The changing retail landscape for pet foods, treats and supplies will continue to play a role in the
diversification of brands and products.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Purchase Location
Pet specialty and mass still lead, but online is gaining fast
Figure 19: Pet food purchase location used most often, March 2019
Younger pet owners likely to shop in pet specialty or mass merchandisers
Figure 20: Pet food purchase location used most often, by age, March 2019
Supermarkets a key channel for cat food
Figure 21: Pet food purchase location used most often, by type of pet owned, March 2019
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Convenience and low prices drive retailer choice
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Selection of food and supplies remains a key asset for pet specialty
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In their words: Deciding where to buy pet food
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Dry food purchase near universal, but treats and wet food on the rise
In their words: The treat experience
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Younger dog owners show interest in toppers
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Pet specialty and online shoppers far more likely to buy toppers
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Cat Food Treats Purchased
More cat owners use both dry and wet food
Opportunity to increase treat frequency
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Younger cat owners more inclined to use toppers
Figure 28: Cat food/treats purchased, by age, March 2019
Treats, toppers find online presence
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Pet Food Purchase Factors
Taste stands out as priority for cat food
Figure 30: Dog and cat food purchase factors, by species, March 2019
Younger pet food shoppers’ preferences reflect their own food priorities
Figure 31: Dog and cat food purchase factors, by age, March 2019
Pet specialty and online shoppers have similar pet food priorities
Figure 32: Dog and cat food purchase factors, by primary pet food retailer, March 2019
In their words: Selecting food
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Pet Food and Treats Innovation Areas
Treat concepts generate strongest interest
Figure 33: Pet food and treats innovation areas, March 2019
Younger pet owners a key target for sustainability in pet food
Figure 34: Pet food and treats innovation areas, by age, March 2019
Dual dog/cat owners a key target for new pet food and treat concepts
Figure 35: Pet food and treats innovation areas, by type of pet owned, March 2019
In their words: Selecting treats
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Safety and health are key concerns for pet food purchasers
Pet owners’ concerns drive premiumization of category
Figure 36: Pet food attitudes, March 2019
Younger pet owners especially engaged in pet food decisions
Figure 37: Pet food attitudes, by age, March 2019
Dog owners and dual owners more engaged in category than cat owners
Figure 38: Pet food attitudes, by type of pet owned, March 2019
Specialty and online shoppers share ideals
Figure 39: Pet food attitudes, by primary pet food retailer, March 2019
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